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A WIENER TYPE THEOREM FOR DIRICHLET SERIES

ARTHUR GOODMAN AND D. J. NEWMAN

ABSTRACT. A famous theorem of Wiener states the conditions under which

the reciprocal of a function with an absolutely convergent Fourier series also

has an absolutely convergent Fourier series.

We offer an elementary proof of the fact, first proven in [2], that if F(s)

has an absolutely convergent Dirichlet series then l/F(s) has an absolutely

convergent Dirichlet series if and only if |F(s)| is bounded away from zero in

the closed right half-plane.

A famous theorem of Wiener states that if f(x) has an absolutely convergent

Fourier series and f(x) ^ 0, then 1/f(x) also has an absolutely convergent Fourier

series.

It is quite natural to ask whether or not an analogous result holds for Dirichlet

series. In [3] E. Hewitt and J. H. Williamson considered the question for ordinary

Dirichlet series and proved that a "reciprocal theorem" does hold in that special

case. The question in its full generality was affirmatively answered by D. A. Ed-

wards in [2]. However, both proofs rely rather heavily on the Gelfond theory of

analytic functions on Banach algebras and the idea of maximal ideal spaces and,

hence, are not particularly elementary.

We would therefore like to offer an entirely elementary proof of the general result

(Theorem 1 below).

•Let F(s) be a Dirichlet series

oo

(1) F(s) = a0 + J2ane-X"-\
n=l

where s is a complex variable, ao / 0 and the Xn are a sequence of distinct positivo

numbers. (In the case An = logn the series is called an ordinary Dirichlet series.)

Wherever it is notationally convenient to include Ao, Aq = 0.

THEOREM 1. Let F(s) be a Dirichlet series as defined in (1) and suppose F(s)

is absolutely convergent, i.e., 5Zru=o la«l < °°- Then 1/F(s) has an absolutely

convergent Dirichlet series if and only if \F(s)\ > b > 0 for all s with Res > 0.

PROOF. The necessity of the condition is immediate, for if 1/F(s) has an ab-

solutely covergent Dirichlet series then it is bounded in Res > 0, so F(s) must be

bounded away from zero in Res > 0.

In [5] D. J. Newman gave a simple proof of Wiener's "reciprocal theorem", and

we follow a similar outline here to prove the sufficiency of the condition.
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Our basic outline is as follows. We take a partial sum of F(s) and show that

this partial sum, or Dirichlet polynomial as it is called, has as its reciprocal an

absolutely convergent Dirichlet series. We then use the reciprocal of the partial

sum to construct the reciprocal of F(s).

We begin the sufficiency proof with several lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Given a finite set of positive numbers {Ai,...,Am} there exists a

positive basis for {Xx,...-, Am} over Q, i.e. there exists a linearly independent set

(Cu • • • i £r) of positive numbers such that each A¿ is a linear combination of the ¿¡¿

with nonnegative rational coefficients.

PROOF. Given a finite set of numbers {Ai,..., Xm}, the set of all linear com-

binations of Ai,..., Xm with rational coefficients is a vector space over Q, let us

say of dimension r. Since Ai,..., Xm are positive numbers, the origin is clearly not

contained in the positive span of A i,..., Xm, and so At,..., Xm must be contained

in an open half-space through the origin. We may define this open half-space as the

set of all rational combinations of Ai,..., Am which, when viewed as real numbers,

are positive.

Now consider the cone formed by Ai,..., Am- If we intersect this cone with a

hyperplane parallel to the hyperplane which bounds the half-space, we get an (r — 1)-

dimensional polytope. Since the polytope is in an open half-space, we can enclose

the polytope in an (r — l)-dimensional simplex also contained in the open half-space.

In addition, we choose the simplex to have vertices with rational coordinates and

join each of these r vertices to the origin. We thus have our r linearly independent

vectors such that each Xt is contained in their nonnegative span. Let (£i,..., ¿¡r)

be those r basis vectors. Since these basis vectors are in the open half-space defined

above, they must be positive numbers, completing the proof of Lemma 1.

The next two lemmas deal with the behavior of polynomials in several complex

variables.

LEMMA 2. Let ax,...,ar be positive numbers. If a polynomial P(zx,... ,zr)

has a zero at some point of the open unit polydisc, then it also has a zero at some

point of the set A = {(Zl,... ,zr)\ \zx\ai = \z2\a* = ••• = \zr\a* < 1}.

PROOF. The simple proof given here is due to John Wermer. We will need the

following theorem from the theory of functions of several complex variables (see [4,

p. 35, Theorem 2.4.5]).

THEOREM A. Let fi C Cn be a connected Rienhardt domain (i.e., (zx, ■ ■ ■, zn) G

f2 implies (el6lzx, ■. ■ ,el6nzn) G il for all real Ox, ■ ■ ■ ,0n) containing the origin, and

let f be holomorphic in U. Then there exists a unique power series such that f(z) =

Y^,a aaza where a = (ax, ■ ■ ■, an) and z = (zx, ■ ■ ■, zn) with normal convergence in

n.
We use this theorem to prove Lemma 2 as follows:

Let Z(P) be the zero set of P in \zx\ < l,...,\zr\ < 1 and let ai,...,ar be

positive constants. Suppose Z(P) fails to meet the set A defined in Lemma 2.

Choose a neighborhood fi of A which is a Reinhardt domain such that P / 0 in ÍL

Then by Theorem A there exists a power series which represents 1/P in fl. Now

since (1,1,..., 1) G A and hence also in fi, this series will converge in the polydisc

l^fel < 1,  1 < k < r, and thereby provides an analytic continuation of 1/P to the
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polydisc. Therefore P =¿ 0 in the polydisc. But this contradicts the assumption

that P has a zero in the polydisc. Consequently, we must conclude that if P = 0

in the polydisc then P must have a zero in A, which proves Lemma 2.

Since our main theorem deals with functions of the form (1), let D be the set of

functions of the form (1) where the {A¿} can be any sequence of positive numbers.

Then with the usual definition of addition and multiplication of series, D is an

algebra.

If, in addition, we set

oo

||F|| = J>n|, FGD,
n=0

D becomes a Banach algebra. The completeness of D follows immediately from the

completeness of lx- We note that as long as ^ > 0, a Dirichlet polynomial of the

form
M

Q(s) = bo + Y,b^lnS' ^0,

is an element of D.

LEMMA 3.   IfQ(s) is a Dirichlet polynomial of K terms, say

Q(s) = ]C &"e
71=1

then

\\Qr' <
m + K -1

sup   \Q(s)
Re«>0K-l

PROOF. By the Schwarz Inequality we have

for m = 1,2,3,

K

(2) IIQII = X>nl<
71=1

K

£>
\n=l \n=l

K

£l6»l

But, as can readily be shown by direct computation,

K T

71=1 J~1

Thus in (2) we have

IIQII < x/# of terms in Q • J lirn^ -L J    \Q(it)\^ dt,

so

Thus

IIQII < N/# of terms in Q ■   /sup \Q(it)\2.

IIQII < v/# of terms in Q (sup |Q(i"i
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and

(3) ||Qm|| < \/# of terms in Q™ fsup|Q(if)|)

We bound the number of terms in Qm as follows:

Since Q has K terms we write Q = tx + t2 + ■ ■ ■ + tn\ then

Qm=        £        ¿I1 • ¿I2 • • í
K ■

e¿>0
ßl+K2H-\-e.K=m

Thus the number of terms in Qm is bounded by the number of ways in which one

can partition m into K parts. This is well known to be (m¿_¡~ )■ So (3) becomes

\\Qm\\<(m^K~l){sup\Q(zt)

which completes the proof of Lemma 3.

With these lemmas in hand we return to the proof of the sufficiency of the

condition in Theorem 1.

Suppose F(s) G D and \F(s)\ > 6 > 0 for Res > 0. Without loss of generality

we assume <5 = 1, so we have

(4) \F(s)\ > 1.

By the hypothesis of our theorem, F(s) is absolutely convergent, so we can

choose P(s) a high enough partial sum of F(s) such that

M
A „s(5) HP(s)-F(s)||<i     8ay P(a)=a0 + J2ane

0 n=l

Since the A].Am are positive, Lemma 1 assures us the existence of a positive

set (£i.£r), linearly independent over Q, such that

A„ = ex(n)fx + e2(n)& H-r-evfn)^,

where e3(n) are nonnegative rationals for 1 < j < r,  1 < n < M.  We also define

e,(0) = 0.

Now consider the following mapping T, defined to be linear and multiplicative.

T: fi-A"s -^z¡íin)ze22{n)---4An)    forO<n<M.

If we take as D* the space of formal series of the form

oo

g(zu...,zk) = £cn¿í' ■■■z{k,

n=0

where the í¿ are nonnegative rational numbers, and if we define

IIéHId- = £kn|,
n=0

then T induces an isometry between D and D*.

The first step in the proof consists of showing that Theorem 1 holds for P(s)

i.e., that 1/P(s) has an absolutely convergent Dirichlet series.
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We do this by examining the polynomial in several complex variables which is

associated by T with P(Ls), where L = least common multiple of the denominators

of ej(n), 1 < j < r; 1 < n < M. That is, let

M

T: P(Ls) - P(zx ,...,zr) = J2 anz^'(n) ■ ■ ■ z^n\
71 = 0

From the definition of the norm in D we clearly have |P — F|<||P-F||,so from

(4) and (5) we get

(6) |P(s)|>2/3.

If we can show that \P(zx, ■ ■ ■ ,zr)\ > c > 0 for |z;| < 1, 1 < i < r, then

l/P(zx,..., zr) is an analytic function in a region which contains the unit polydisc,

so its power series is absolutely convergent in the unit polydisc. But since T is an

isometry and P(Ls) and P(s) have the same coefficients, 1/P(s) has an absolutely

convergent Dirichlet series. The fact that \P(zx, ■ ■ ■, zr)\ > c > 0 is an immediate

consequence of (6) and the following lemma.

LEMMA 4. The range of P(zx,... ,zr) in \zi\ < 1, 1 < i < r, is identical to the

closure of the range of P(s) in Res > 0.

Proof of Lemma 4
(7) At points of the form z'k = e~^kR/L we have

M

P(z\, . . . , 4) = £ aJ-i^lD-Ledn) . . . e(-Cr./L).I*r(n)

71 = 0

M M

= ^ane-(e'W«'+-+E'WW = £ane^ = P(s).

n=0 n=0

(&) Thus P(z'u...,z'r) = P(s).

We prove the lemma by showing that given any e > 0 and any point (z\,..., zr)

with \zí\ < 1, we can find z'k as defined in (7), with Res > 0 such that

(9) \P(zx,...,zr)-P(z'l,...,z'r)\<e.

(9) will follow by continuity if, given any 8 > 0 and any point (zx,... ,zr) with

|^t| < 1, we can find z'k as defined in (7) with Res > 0 such that

(10) \zk-z'k\<6    for 1 <k<r.

We establish ( 10) with the aid of Kronecker 's Theorem.

If \zic\ = 1 for 1 < k < r then zk = e27™öfc where the a¿ are real numbers.

Let ¿>+i be any positive real number which is not in the rational span of

($1, • • •, Cr)- If we take 9k = — £k/(L ■ £r+i) for 1 < fc < r, it is easily shown that

the set {l,0i,... ,9r} is linearly independent. Therefore we can apply Kronecker's

Theorem and get

(11) \e2™6k - e2*iak\ < 6.

But e27rm6k = e~iks/L, where s = 2itni/ir+x, so e2nin0k is a z'k and (11) becomes

(10).
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If |zfc| < 1 for 1 < k < r then, by virtue of Lemma 2 with ak — l/£fc, we can

find a point (wx, ■ ■ ■, wr) with \wí\ < 1 such that

|wi|1/£l =|w2|1/€a=--- = |«;r|1/£'    and    P(zu. ..,zr) = P(w1,.. .,wr).

Since |wfc| < 1 for 1 < k < r we have |tffc|1^^fc = e~a, a> 0, 1 < fc < r and, hence,

(12) |«7fc| =e-aifc,        a>0, l<fc<r.

Also since \wk\ < 1, we have wk = pke2mak, where ak are arbitrary real numbers,

and, by (12), pk = e~a^k. Now choose

4 = e(-o€*e3irin/i,cr+1).c* _ e-efcs/L    where s = ¿a _ 27rn»7ír+i.

Since a > 0 we have Re s > 0 as required. Applying Kronecker's Theorem as before

establishes (10).

In the case where (zx,..., zr) has mixed coordinates, i.e., some inside and some

on the boundary of the unit polydisc, then clearly a combination of the above

arguments produces the required z'k.

We have thus far established that Theorem 1 applies to P(s), so 1/P(s) has

an absolutely convergent Dirichlet series. So we can find a K such that the A"th

partial sum of 1/P(s), let us call it Q(s), satisfies

(13) ||l/P(s)-Q(s)||<i.

Let A = 1/P(s) - Q(s) so that ||A|| < 1/2. Now consider the sum

oo

L(s) = ^(P(s)-P(5))"-V(^))n-

71=1

We prove that L converges in norm to 1/F and, hence, Í/F has an absolutely

convergent Dirichlet series. From (13) we have that Q + A = 1/P, while from (5),

||P - P|| < 1/3. Thus

|(P-JP)»-i
(14) pn

< (P-F)
re—1 i

pn
k—j-UQ + ay

Again from (13),  ||A||  <  1/2, so applying the Binomial Theorem and triangle

inequality in (14) gives

;i5) ||(Q + Ar||<||Q"| iTill^-1! n )JL_iio»mi+ ... + !.
m / 2""m"^   " 2"

From (6) we get |1/P| < 3/2, which, together with (13), gives

(16) |Q| = |1/P + A|<2.

Applying Lemma 3, together with (16), yields

iiQir <

But since 1 < m < n,

m + K - 1

K-Í
• 2m    for K m <

_   ""   —   ,v1

m+K-1\ n+K-1

K-Í      I-\     K-1
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and we have

iiQir<
\

Using this last result in (15) yields

ll«5 + A)"ll<
\

n + K-1

K-\
2n + n

+

2m    for K m <

in- 1

+
n

m
[12

so

IIW + A)n||<

Substituting this estimate into (14) gives

(P-F)n-l

P"
<

N
n + K - 1

K - 1
\

n + K-1

K-l

and we see that L(s) converges in norm by the ratio test.

However if a series l+x + x2-\-\-xn-\-converges in norm, it must converge

to 1/(1 — x). This follows the fact that

lim (1 - x)(l + x + x2 + ■ ■ ■ + xn) =   lim (1 - xn~l),
n—>oo n—>oo

so it is both necessary and sufficient to have limn^oo xn = 0. But the convergence

of the series insures that lim^^cx, xn = 0.

Consequently L(s) converges in norm to

1 1 1

P ' 1-(P-F)/P ~ P'

and this concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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